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MILNOR-WITT K-GROUPS OF LOCAL RINGS
STEFAN GILLE, STEPHEN SCULLY, AND CHANGLONG ZHONG
Abstract. We introduce Milnor-Witt K-groups of local rings and show that
the nth Milnor-Witt K-group of a local ring R which contains an infinite field
of characteristic not 2 is the pull-back of the nth power of the fundamental
ideal in the Witt ring of R and the nth Milnor K-group of R over the nth
Milnor K-group of R modulo 2. This generalizes the work of Morel-Hopkins
on Milnor-Witt K-groups of a field.
0. Introduction
The Milnor-Witt K-theory of a field R, denoted KMW∗ (R) =
⊕
n∈Z
KMWn (R), arises
as an object of fundamental interest in motivic homotopy theory; namely, as the
“0-line” part of the stable homotopy ring of the motivic sphere spectrum over R,
see Morel [19]. Beginning from an initial presentation discovered in collaboration
with Hopkins, Morel [18] showed that, for a field R, the group KMWn (R) is the
pull-back of the diagram
KMn (R)
en

In(R) // In(R)/ In+1(R) ,
(1)
where KMn (R) denotes the nth Milnor K-group of R, the symbol I
n(R) the nth
power of fundamental ideal I(R) in the Witt ring W(R), and en maps the sym-
bol ℓ(a1) · . . . · ℓ(an) to the class of the Pfister form≪ a1, . . . , an ≫. (Here I
n(R) =
W(R) is understood for n < 0.) In this form, Milnor-Witt K-groups of fields al-
ready appeared implicitly in earlier work of Barge and Morel [8], who used them to
introduce oriented Chow groups of an algebraic variety, a theory later elaborated
in the work of Fasel [11, 12]. This so-called Chow-Witt theory was used by Barge
and Morel [8, 7] to construct an Euler class invariant for algebraic oriented vector
bundles which, in analogy with its topological counterpart, is the primary obstruc-
tion to the existence of a nowhere-vanishing section, see Morel [20, Chap. 8]. This
circle of ideas has since been greatly elaborated upon, see for instance the article [1]
by Asok and Fasel for some very recent developments.
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A further area where Milnor-Witt K-groups of a field show up is the theory of
framed motives, see for instance the recent work of Neshitov [21].
We introduce in this work Milnor-Witt K-groups KMW∗ (R) of a local ring R.
Our definition is the naive generalization of the Morel-Hopkins presentation given
in Morel’s book [20, Def. 3.1], or Morel [18, Def. 5.1], i.e. KMW∗ (R) is a Z-graded
Z-algebra generated by an element ηˆ in degree −1 and elements {a} (a a unit
in R) in degree 1 modulo four relations, see Definition 5.1. This definition has
also been considered in the recent work of Schlichting [26], where (extending earlier
work of Barge and Morel [7] and Hutchinson and Tao [14] over fields), it is shown
that Milnor-Witt K-groups arise as obstructions to integral homology stability for
special linear groups over local rings with infinite residue fields. This in turn is used
then by Schlichting [26, §6] to extend results of Morel on the vanishing of Euler
class for oriented vector bundles over affine schemes.
Our main result about these groups is the following, see Theorem 5.4.
Theorem. Let R be a local ring which contains an infinite field of characteristic 6=
2. Then the nth Milnor-Witt K-group KMWn (R) is the pull-back of the diagram (1)
for all n ∈ Z.
The proof uses a presentation of In(R) given in [13], whose proof is based on a
recent deep theorem of Panin and Pimenov [24] on the existence of unimodular
isotropic vectors for quadratic forms over regular local rings.
Another ingredient of our proof which is of some interest on its own is the
following. In Section 2 we show that over an arbitrary local ring, which contains 12 ,
two Pfister forms are isometric if and only if they are chain p-equivalent, see 2.1 for
the definition. This has been shown for fields by Elman and Lam [10] more than
40 years ago and seems to be new for local rings (although most likely known to
experts).
In the last section we show for a regular local ring R containing an infinite field
of characteristic not 2 with quotient field K that the kernel of
KMWn (K)
(∂P )htP=1
−−−−−−−−→
⊕
htP=1
KMWn−1 (RP /PRP ) ,
where ∂P are the residue maps introduced by Morel [20, Sect. 3.2], is naturally
isomorphic to KMWn (R) for all n ∈ Z. This implies via an argument of Colliot-
The´le`ne [9, Sect. 2] that the unramified Milnor-Witt K-groups are birational in-
variants of smooth and proper schemes over an infinite field of characteristic not 2.
We want to point out that our proof of the main theorem does not use results
from Morel’s work [18], although we have certainly borrowed ideas from there.
Actually we prove the theorem simultaneously also for fields of characteristic not 2.
Acknowledgement: The first author would like to thank Jean-Louis Colliot-
The´le`ne for showing him during a conference in Mainz in September 2014 his
proof that unramified Witt groups are a birational invariant of smooth and proper
schemes over a field. This was the starting point for this work. We would further
like to thank Jean Fasel, Detlev Hoffman, and Marco Schlichting for very useful
remarks and comments.
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1. Quadratic forms over local rings
1.1. We recall in this section some definitions and results of the algebraic theory
of quadratic forms over local rings. We refer for proofs and more information to
Scharlau [25, Chap. I, §6].
We start with the following important
Convention. Throughout this work we assume that all rings are commutative
with 1 and contain 12 . In particular, we assume that fields are of characteristic
not 2.
1.2. Definitions. Let R be a local ring. A quadratic form over R is a map q : V −→
R, where V is a free R-module of finite rank, such that q(λv) = λ2q(v) for all λ ∈ R
and v ∈ V , and bq(v, w) := q(v + w) − q(v) − q(w) is a symmetric bilinear form
on V . Throughout this work we assume as part of the definition that quadratic
forms are non singular (also called regular), i.e. the associated bilinear form bq is
not degenerate. The pair (V, q) is called a quadratic space.
We denote for a quadratic space (V, q) the set of unit values of q by D(q)×, i.e.
D(q)× :=
{
q(v)|v ∈ V
}
∩R×, where R× is the multiplicative group of units of R.
Two quadratic spaces (V1, q1) and (V2, q2) are called isomorphic or isometric if
there exists an R-linear isomorphism f : V1 −→ V2, such that q2(f(v)) = q1(v)
for all v ∈ V1. Such a map f is called an isometry, and we use the notation
(V1, q1) ≃ (V2, q2), or more briefly q1 ≃ q2, to indicate that (V1, q1) and (V2, q2) are
isometric. The group of all automorphisms of the quadratic space (V, q) is denoted
by O(V, q), or O(q) only, and called the orthogonal group of (V, q) respectively of q.
As usual we denote the orthogonal sum and the tensor product of two quadratic
spaces (V1, q1) and (V2, q2) by (V1, q1) ⊥ (V2, q2) and (V1, q1)⊗(V2, q2), respectively,
or more briefly by q1 ⊥ q2 and q1⊗ q2 only. Note that the tensor product is defined
since we assume that 12 ∈ R.
Since 12 ∈ R every quadratic space has an orthogonal basis and is therefore
isomorphic to a diagonal form < a1, . . . , an > for appropriate ai ∈ R
×. Another
important consequence of our assumption that 2 is invertible in R is Witt cancel-
lation, i.e. if q ⊥ q1 ≃ q ⊥ q2 for quadratic forms q, q1, q2 over R then q1 ≃ q2.
1.3. Isotropic vectors. Let (V, q) be a quadratic space over the local ring R. A
vector v ∈ V \ {0}, such that q(v) = 0, is called an isotropic- respectively if v
is moreover unimodular a strictly isotropic vector. If v is strictly isotropic then
there exists another isotropic vector w ∈ V , such that bq(v, w) = 1, i.e. v, w are
a hyperbolic pair and q|Rv⊕Rw ≃< 1,−1 > is isometric to the hyperbolic plane H.
Then (V, q) ≃ (V1, q|V1) ⊥ H for some subspace V1 ⊆ V .
The quadratic space (V, q) respectively the quadratic form q is called isotropic if
there exists a strictly isotropic vector (for q) in V . Otherwise (V, q) respectively q
is called anisotropic.
1.4. Grothendieck-Witt groups. Let R be a local ring. The Grothendieck group of
isomorphism classes of quadratic spaces over R with the orthogonal sum as addition
is called the Grothendieck-Witt group or ring of R. It is in fact a commutative ring,
where the multiplication is induced by the tensor product. We denote this ring
by GW(R). The quotient of GW(R) by the ideal generated by the hyperbolic
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plane < 1,−1 > is the Witt group or Witt ring W(R) of R. (Note that since 12 ∈ R
every hyperbolic space over R is an orthogonal sum of hyperbolic planes.)
1.5. The fundamental ideal of the Witt ring. Let R be a local ring. The fun-
damental ideal I(R) of the Witt ring of R is the ideal consisting of the classes
of even dimensional forms. It is additively generated by the classes of 1-Pfister
forms ≪ a ≫:=< 1,−a >. We denote its powers by In(R), n ∈ Z, where
In(R) = W(R) for n ≤ 0 is understood.
Obviously In(R) is additively generated by n-Pfister forms
≪ a1, . . . , an ≫ :=
n⊗
i=1
≪ ai ≫ ,
a1, . . . , an ∈ R
×, for all n ≥ 1. Note that a Pfister form q has an orthogonal
decomposition q =< 1 >⊥ q′. By Witt cancellation the form q′ is unique up to
isometry and called the pure subform of the Pfister form q. We will use throughout
the notation q′ for the pure subform of a Pfister form q.
For later use we recall the following identities of Pfister forms.
1.6. Examples. Let R be a local ring.
(i) Let q =≪ a, b≫ be a 2-Pfister form over R. If −c ∈ D(q′)× then we have
q ≃≪ c, d≫ for some d ∈ R×. This follows by comparing determinants.
(ii) Assume that the two dimensional quadratic space≪ a≫=< 1,−a > repre-
sents c ∈ R×. Then < −b, ab > represents −bc for all b ∈ R×. Comparison
of determinants then implies < −b, ab >≃< −bc, abc >, and so we have
then ≪ a, b≫≃≪ a, bc≫.
1.7. A pull-back diagram. Another way to define the fundamental ideal is as fol-
lows. The rank of a quadratic space (V, q) is by definition the rank of the underlying
free R-module V . As the rank is additive on orthogonal sums it induces a homo-
morphism rk : GW(R) −→ Z. Since hyperbolic spaces have even rank this function
induces in turn a homomorphism r¯k : W(R) −→ Z/2Z. The fundamental ideal I(R)
is then the kernel of r¯k.
As Witt cancellation holds for quadratic forms overR every quadratic space (V, q)
decomposes up to isometry uniquely (V, q) ≃ (W,ϕ) ⊥ (U, φ) with ϕ anisotropic
and (U, φ) hyperbolic. This implies the following well known fact.
Lemma. Let R be a local ring. Then the diagram
GW(R)
rk //

Z

W(R)
r¯k
// Z/2Z
is a pull-back diagram.
1.8. Reflections. A vector 0 6= v ∈ V which is not isotropic is called anisotropic,
respectively strictly anisotropic if q(v) is a unit in R. A strictly anisotropic vector
has to be unimodular. If v ∈ V is a strictly anisotropic vector for the quadratic
form q then
τv : V −→ V , x 7−→ x−
bq(v, x)
q(v)
· v
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is a well defined R-linear map, called the reflection associated with the vector v.
Recall that we have q(τv(x)) = q(x) for all x ∈ V , i.e. τv is an isometry and so
defines an element of O(q).
1.9. Reduction. We continue with the notation of the last section. Given a qua-
dratic space (V, q) over R then (V¯ , q¯) := k ⊗R (V, q) is a quadratic space over the
residue field k of R, the canonical reduction of (V, q). Note that if (V, q) is isotropic
then also the reduction (V¯ , q¯) is isotropic.
If f : φ ≃ ψ is an isometry then f¯ := idk ⊗f is an isometry between φ¯ and ψ¯. In
particular, we have then a homomorphism of orthogonal groups
ρφ : O(φ) −→ O(φ¯) , α 7−→ α¯ .
This map is surjective. In fact, by the Cartan-Dieudonne´ Theorem, see e.g. [25,
Chap. 1, Thm. 5.4], the group O(q¯) is generated by reflections τv¯ with v¯ ∈ V¯
an anisotropic vector. If v ∈ V is a vector which maps to v¯ under the quotient
map V −→ V¯ then v is a strictly anisotropic vector in V , and therefore the reflec-
tion τv ∈ O(q) exists. We have τ¯v = ρφ(τv) = τv¯ which proves the claim.
2. Chain p-equivalent and isometric quadratic forms over local rings
2.1. Definition of chain p-equivalence. Chain p-equivalence of quadratic forms over
fields has been introduced by Elman and Lam [10]. The definition carries over to
rings word by word.
Definition. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field k = R/m.
Let n ≥ 2 be an integer, and φ =≪ a1, . . . , an ≫ and ϕ =≪ b1, . . . , bn ≫ two n-
Pfister forms.
(i) The n-Pfister forms φ and ϕ are called simply p-equivalent if there exist
indices 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, such that ≪ ai, aj ≫≃≪ bi, bj ≫ and al = bl for all
l 6= i, j.
(ii) The n-Pfister forms φ and ϕ are called chain p-equivalent if there exists
a chain φ = µ0, µ1, . . . , µr = ϕ of n-Pfister forms over R, such that µi is
simply p-equivalent to µi+1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r − 1.
Following Elman and Lam [10] we use the notation φ ≈ ϕ to indicate that φ and ϕ
are chain p-equivalent.
The aim of this section is to show that over a local ring R, where 2 is a unit,
Pfister forms are isometric if and only if they are chain p-equivalent. In the case
where R is a field of characteristic not 2, this was first proved by Elman and
Lam [10]. To treat the more general case, we follow essentially their arguments,
but some modifications are necessary, mainly for the reason that a non-zero element
in a general local ring need not to be a unit. We overcome these obstructions using
Lemma 2.2 respectively Lemma 2.3 if the residue field is small.
2.2. Lemma. Let R be a local ring whose residue field k is not the field with 3 or 5
elements. Let (V, φ) and (W,ϕ) be quadratic spaces over R, and set q := φ ⊥ ϕ.
Then given a ∈ D(q)× there exists v ∈ V and w ∈W , such that
(a) a = q(v, w) = φ(v) + ϕ(w), and
(b) both φ(v) and ϕ(w) are units in R.
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Proof. Let x = (v′, w′). We assume first that R = k is a field.
If φ(v′) 6= 0 6= ϕ(w′) there is nothing to prove, so assume one of these values is
zero, say ϕ(w′) = 0. Then a = φ(v′) = q(v′), and so we can assume that x = v′.
The quadratic form ϕ is non singular and so there exists z ∈ W , such that
ϕ(z) 6= 0. As R = k has at least 7 elements there exists λ0 ∈ k
×, such that
λ20 6= ±
φ(v′)
ϕ(z)
.
Consider the vector u := v′+λ0 · z. We have q(u) = φ(v
′)+λ20 ·ϕ(z) which is not 0
by our choice of λ0, i.e. u is an anisotropic vector and so the reflection τu ∈ O(q) is
defined. Set now
(v, w) := τu(v
′) .
As τu is in O(q) we have a = q(v
′) = q(τu(v
′)) = q(v, w) = φ(v)+ϕ(w), and so (a).
We are left to show that φ(v) and ϕ(w) are both non zero. For this we compute
(v, w) = τu(v
′) =
(
1−
2φ(v′)
φ(v′) + λ20ϕ(z)
)
· v′ +
2λ0φ(v
′)
φ(v′) + λ20ϕ(z)
· z ,
and so v =
(
1− 2φ(v
′)
φ(v′)+λ20ϕ(z)
)
· v′ =: c · v′ and w = 2λ0φ(v
′)
φ(v′)+λ20ϕ(z)
· z =: d · z. By our
choice of λ0 both coefficients c, d are non zero and so
φ(v) = c2 · φ(v′) 6= 0 6= d2ϕ(z) = ϕ(w)
as desired.
We come now to the general case, i.e. R is a local ring whose residue field k has
at least 7 elements. If U is an R-module we denote by u¯ the image of u ∈ U in
U¯ = k ⊗R U .
Since a ∈ R× its residue a¯ in k is non zero. By the field case there are then v¯ ∈ V¯
and w¯ ∈ W¯ , such that a¯ = q¯(v¯, w¯) = φ¯(v¯) + ϕ¯(w¯), and
φ¯(v¯) 6= 0 6= ϕ¯(w¯) .
Since 0 6= a¯ = q¯(v¯, w¯) = q¯(v¯′, w¯′) there exists τ¯ ∈ O(q¯), such that
τ¯ (v¯′, w¯′) = (v¯, w¯) .
As seen in 1.9 there exists τ ∈ O(q) whose canonical reduction is τ¯ . We set then
(v, w) := τ(v′, w′). Clearly we have then a = q(v, w), and φ(v) and ϕ(w) are both
units in R since their reductions φ(v) = φ¯(v¯) and ϕ(w) = ϕ¯(w¯) are both non zero
in the residue field k. 
Remark. The form q =< 1 >⊥< 1 > and a = 1 shows that the lemma does not
hold for R a field with 3 or 5 elements.
To handle also the case of local rings whose residue fields have only 3 or 5
elements we prove a more specialized lemma.
2.3. Lemma. Let R be a local ring whose residue field k has 3 or 5 elements,
and (W,ϕ) a quadratic space of rank ≥ 3 over R.
(i) Let q = bt2 + ϕ with b ∈ R×, and a ∈ D(q)×. Then there is s ∈ R
and w ∈W , such that ϕ(w) ∈ R× and a = bs2+ϕ(w) (note that we do not
claim that s is a unit in R).
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(ii) Let (V, φ) be another quadratic space of rank ≥ 3 over R and q = φ ⊥ ϕ.
Let a ∈ D(q)×. Then there are vectors v ∈ V and w ∈ W , such that
both φ(v) and ϕ(w) are units in R and a = φ(v) + ϕ(w).
Proof. The proof uses the fact that over a finite field of characteristic not 2 every
quadratic form of rank ≥ 3 is isotropic, see e.g. [25, Chap. 2, Thm. 3.8], and so is
universal, i.e. represents every element of the field.
For (i) let t0 ∈ R and w0 ∈ V , such that a = bt
2
0 + ϕ(w0). Then 0 6= a¯ =
b¯t¯0 + ϕ¯(w¯0). Since dim ϕ¯ ≥ 3 there exists by the remark above w¯ ∈ W¯ , such that
ϕ¯(w¯) = a¯. Then there is τ¯ ∈ O(q¯), such that τ(t¯0, w¯0) = (0, w¯). Let τ ∈ O(q)
be a preimage of τ¯ under the reduction map O(q) −→ O(q¯), see 1.9. The vector
(s, w) := τ(t0, w0) does the job.
For (ii) we use a similar reasoning. There are v0 ∈ V and w0 ∈ W , such that
a = φ(v0) + ϕ(w0). Since k has at least three elements and φ¯ is universal by
dimension reasons, there exists v¯ ∈ V¯ , such that φ¯(v¯) 6= 0 6= a¯ − φ¯(v¯). By the
universality of ϕ¯ there exists then w¯ ∈ W¯ , such that ϕ¯(w¯) = a¯− φ¯(v¯). Let then τ¯
be an automorphism of q, such that τ¯(v¯0, w¯0) = (v¯, w¯), and τ ∈ O(q) a preimage
of τ¯ under the reduction map. The vector (v, w) := τ(v0, w0) has the desired
properties. 
We begin now the proof of the main result of this section. Except for the use
of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 above the arguments are almost word by word the same as
in the field case (in fact even a bit shorter since these lemmas allow us to avoid
some case by case considerations). For the sake of completeness (and to convince
the reader of the correctness of the results) we give the details.
We start with the following lemma which corresponds to Elman and Lam [10,
Prop. 2.2].
2.4. Lemma. Let q =≪ a1, . . . , an ≫ be a n-Pfister form over R, n ≥ 2. If −b ∈
D(q′)×, where q′ is the pure subform of q, then there exist b2, . . . , bn ∈ R
×, such
that q ≈≪ b, b2, . . . , bn ≫.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n ≥ 2. The case n = 2 is Example 1.6 (i),
so let n ≥ 3. Set φ =≪ a1, . . . , an−1 ≫. Then by Witt cancellation we have
q′ ≃ φ′ ⊥< −an > ⊗φ. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we can assume that −b = −x−any
and y = t2 − z with −x,−z ∈ D(φ′)× and y ∈ D(φ)×. By induction we have then
≪ x, b2, . . . , bn−1 ≫≈ φ ≈≪ z, c2, . . . , cn−1 ≫
for some bi, ci ∈ R
×, 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. As < 1,−z > represents y we conclude then
by Example 1.6 (ii) that ≪ z, an ≫≃≪ z, any ≫ and therefore
q = φ⊗ ≪ an ≫≈≪ z, c2, . . . , cn−1, an ≫≈≪ z, c2, . . . , cn−1, any ≫
≈≪ x, b2, . . . , bn−1, any ≫ .
The pure subform of the 2-Pfister form ≪ x, any ≫ represents −b and so by the
case n = 2 we have ≪ x, any ≫≃≪ b, bn ≫ for some bn ∈ R
×. We are done. 
The following two assertions correspond to [10, Cor. 2.5 and Thm. 2.6].
2.5. Lemma. Let p =≪ a1, . . . , am ≫ and q =≪ b1, . . . , bn ≫, m,n ≥ 1 be two
Pfister forms over the local ring R. Then:
(i) If c ∈ D(p)× then for all d ∈ R× we have p⊗ ≪ d≫≈ p⊗ ≪ cd≫.
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(ii) If −c ∈ D(p ⊗ q′)× then there are units c2, . . . , cn ∈ R, such that
p ⊗ q ≈ p⊗ ≪ c, c2, . . . , cn ≫ .
Proof. We start with (i). If m = 1 this follows form Example 1.6 (ii), so let m ≥ 2.
We can assume by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 that c = t2 − z with −z ∈ D(p′)×, and so
by the lemma above p⊗ ≪ d ≫ is chain p-equivalent to ≪ z, c2, . . . , cm, d ≫ for
some ci ∈ R
×, 2 ≤ i ≤ m. As c ∈ D(< 1,−z >)× we have by Examples 1.6 (ii) the
isometry ≪ z, d≫≃≪ z, cd≫ from which the claim follows.
We prove now (ii) by induction on n ≥ 1. The case n = 1 is an immediate
consequence of (i) as then −c = −b1 · x with x ∈ D(p). So let n ≥ 2. Write
q = φ⊗ ≪ bn ≫, and so p ⊗ q
′ = p ⊗ φ′ ⊥< −bn > ⊗ p ⊗ φ. Again by
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we can then write −c = −x − bn · y with −x ∈ D(p ⊗ φ
′)×
and y ∈ D(p ⊗ φ)×. By induction we have then p ⊗ φ ≈ p⊗ ≪ x, c2, . . . , cn−1 ≫
for some c2, . . . , cn−1 ∈ R
×. On the other hand since y ∈ D(p ⊗φ)× we have by (i)
that p ⊗ q = p ⊗ φ⊗ ≪ bn ≫≈ p ⊗ φ⊗ ≪ bny ≫, and so
p ⊗ q ≈ p⊗ ≪ x, c2, . . . , cn−1, bny ≫ .
From this the claim follows since the pure subform of the 2-Pfister form≪ x, bny ≫
represents the unit −c, and so by Lemma 2.4 above we have≪ x, bny ≫≃≪ c, cn ≫
for some cn ∈ R
×. 
We prove now the main result of this section.
2.6. Theorem. Let n ≥ 2, and p =≪ a1, . . . , an ≫ and q =≪ b1, . . . , bn ≫ be two
n-Pfister forms over the local ring R. Then
p ≃ q ⇐⇒ p ≈ q .
Proof. Obviously p ≈ q implies p ≃ q. For the other direction the case n = 2 is
by definition, so let n ≥ 3. By Witt cancellation the pure subforms of p and q are
isomorphic, and so −b1 ∈ D(p
′)×.
Hence by Lemma 2.4 we have p ≈≪ b1, c2, . . . , cn ≫ for appropriate c2, . . . , cn ∈
R×. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ n be maximal, such that p ≈≪ b1, . . . , br, dr+1, . . . , dn ≫ for some
units dr+1, . . . , dn in R. We claim that r = n which finishes the proof. Assume the
contrary, i.e. r < n. We set then
φ =≪ dr+1, . . . , dn ≫ and ϕ =≪ br+1, . . . , bn ≫ .
Then we have
≪ b1, . . . , br ≫ ⊗φ ≃≪ b1, . . . , br ≫ ⊗ϕ ,
and so by Witt cancellation we have ≪ b1, . . . , br ≫ ⊗φ
′ ≃≪ b1, . . . , br ≫ ⊗ϕ
′.
Therefore −br+1 ∈ R
× is represented by≪ b1, . . . , br ≫ ⊗φ
′ and so it follows from
Lemma 2.5 (ii) that
p ≈≪ b1, . . . , br, dr+1, . . . , dn ≫≈≪ b1, . . . , br, br+1, er+2, . . . , en ≫
for some er+2, . . . , en ∈ R
×, contradicting the maximality of r. We are done. 
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3. Witt K-theory of a local ring
3.1. Convention. In this section R denotes a local ring with residue field k. If R
is not a field, i.e. R 6= k, we assume that k has at least 5 elements.
3.2. Witt K-theory of a local ring. Witt K-theory of fields has been introduced
by Morel [18]. Our definition for a local ring is the obvious and straightforward
generalization.
Definition. The Witt K-ring of R is the quotient of the graded and free Z-algebra
generated by elements [a] (a ∈ R×) in degree 1 and one element η in degree −1 by
the two sided ideal, which is generated by the expressions
(WK1) η · [a]− [a] · η with a ∈ R×;
(WK2) [ab]− [a]− [b] + η · [a] · [b] with a, b ∈ R×;
(WK3) [a] · [1− a] with a ∈ R×, such that 1− a in R×; and
(WK4) 2− η · [−1].
We denote this graded Z-algebra by KW∗ (R) =
⊕
n∈Z
KWn (R). Note that by (WK2)
the nth graded piece KWn (R) is generated by all products [a1] · . . . · [an] for n ≥ 1.
Following Morel [18] we set
< a >KW := 1− η · [a] ∈ K
W
0 (R) .
A straightforward computation using (WK1) and (WK2) shows that
< ab >KW =< a >KW · < b >KW
for all a, b ∈ R×. Note that using this notation (WK2) can be reformulated as
[ab] = [a]+ < a >KW ·[b] .
3.3. Some elementary identities in KW∗ (R). The following identities are proven for
fields in Morel’s article [18]. For the convenience of our reader we recall the rather
short arguments which also work for local rings.
(1) By (WK4) we have < −1 >KW= −1, and so using
< 1 >KW =< −1 >KW · < −1 >KW
we have < 1 >KW= 1. The later equation implies then [1] = 0 since
by (WK2) we have [1] = [1 · 1] = [1]+ < 1 >KW ·[1].
It follows from this that < a >KW is invertible with inverse
< a >−1
KW
=< a−1 >KW
for all a ∈ R×.
(2) By (WK2) we have
η · [a] · [b] = η · [b] · [a]
for all a, b ∈ R×. This implies in particular that
< a >KW ·[b] = [b]· < a >KW
for all a, b ∈ R×.
(3) We have
(a) [b−1] = − < b−1 >KW ·[b], and
(b) [ab−1] = [a]− < ab−1 >KW ·[b]
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for all a, b ∈ R×. In fact, we have by (1) above [1] = 0, and so 0 = [b−1 ·b] =
[b−1]+ < b−1 >KW ·[b], hence (a).
Since < ab−1 >KW=< a >KW · < b
−1 >KW we get from this
[a]− < ab−1 >KW ·[b] = [a]+ < a >KW ·[b
−1] = [ab−1]
as claimed.
The proof of the following lemma uses our assumption that if R is not a field then
the residue field has at least 5 elements.
3.4. Lemma. We have [−a] · [a] = 0 for all a ∈ R×.
Proof. The argument below is an adaption of the one in Nesterenko and Suslin [22]
for Milnor K-theory of local rings.
Assume first that a, 1 − a and 1 − a−1 are units in R, i.e. the residue a¯ ∈ k is
not 1. Then −a = 1−a1−a−1 , and so we have
[−a] = [1− a]− < −a >KW ·[1 − a
−1]
using 3.3 (3) above. Therefore since [1− a][a] = 0 we have
[−a] · [a] =− < −a >KW ·[1− a
−1] · [a]
=< −a >KW ·[1− a
−1] · [a−1]· < a >KW = 0 ,
(using 3.3 (2) and (3)), and analogous [a] · [−a] = 0. This proves the result in
particular if R is a field.
Assume now that R is not a field and a¯ = 1 in the residue field k. By our
assumption k has at least 5 elements. Let c ∈ R×, such that c¯ 6= 1 in k. Then also
a¯ · c¯ 6= 1 and so as we have shown already [−ac] · [ac] = [−c] · [c] = [c] · [−c] = 0.
This implies using (WK2) together with 3.3 (2)
[−a] · [a] = −[c] · [a]− [a] · [c] + η ·
(
[−a] · [a] + [a] · [a]
)
· [c] . (2)
Since |k| ≥ 5 there exists e, f ∈ R×, such that e¯, f¯ 6= 1 and also e¯f¯ 6= 1. Applying
Equation (2) to c = ef and using 3.3 (2) we get
[−a] · [a] =−[ef ] · [a]− [a] · [ef ] + η ·
(
[−a] · [a] + [a] · [a]
)
· [ef ]
=−[e] · [a]− [a] · [e] + η ·
(
[−a] · [a] + [a] · [a]
)
· [e]
−[f ] · [a]− [a] · [f ] + η ·
(
[−a] · [a] + [a] · [a]
)
· [f ]
+2η · [e] · [f ] · [a] − η2 · ([−a] · [a] + [a] · [a]) · [e] · [f ]
= [−a] · [a] + [−a] · [a] + η · [e] · [f ] · [a] ·
(
2− η · [−a] + η · [a]
)
,
where the last equation is by (2) for c = e, f and 3.3 (2). Now by (WK2) and 3.3 (2)
we have
2− η · [−a]− η · [a] = 2− η · [−1]− η · [a] + η2 · [−1] · [a]− η · [a]
= 2− η · [−1] + η · [a] · (−2 + η · [−1]) ,
which is 0 by (WK4). Hence [−a] · [a] = 0. We are done. 
3.5. Corollary. We have
(i) [a] · [a] = [a] · [−1] for all a ∈ R×; and
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(ii) [ab2] = [a], and so in particular [b2] = 0 for all a, b ∈ R×.
Proof. This can be proven as in the field case, see [18]. For the sake of completeness
we recall briefly the details.
For (i), we have [−a] = [−1]+ < −1 >KW ·[a] = [−1]− [a] by (WK2) and 3.3 (1),
and so using the lemma above 0 = [a] · [−a] = [a] · [−1]− [a] · [a].
To show (ii) it is by (WK2) enough to show that [b2] = 0, but this is a straight-
forward consequence of (WK2), (WK4), 3.3 (2), and part (i) of the corollary. 
Assertions (i), (ii), and (iv) of the following theorem are less straightforward to
prove. Note that (ii) part (b) and (iv) are new even for R a field.
3.6. Theorem.
(i) KW∗ (R) is commutative.
(ii) (a) < a >KW + < b >KW=< a+ b >KW + < ab(a+ b) >KW , and
(b) [a] + [b] = [a+ b] + [ab(a+ b)]
for all a, b ∈ R× such that also a+ b ∈ R×.
(iii) [r] · [st] + [s] · [t] = [rs] · [t] + [r] · [s] for all r, s, t ∈ R×.
(iv) [a+ b] · [ab(a+ b)] = [a] · [b] for all a, b ∈ R× such that a+ b ∈ R×.
Proof. For (i) it is enough to show that [a] · [b] = [b] · [a] for all a, b ∈ R×. By
Lemma 3.4 we have [ab] · [−ab] = 0 = [a] · [−a] and so using (WK2) we get
0= [ab] · [−ab] =
(
[a]+ < a >KW ·[b]
)
·
(
[−a]+ < −a >KW ·[b]
)
=< a >KW ·
(
[b] · [−a]+ < −1 >KW ·[a] · [b]
)
+ < −a2 >KW ·[b] · [b] .
Using [−a] = [a]+ < a >KW ·[−1], < −1 >KW= −1 and < 1 >KW= 1 by 3.3 (1),
and that < rs2 >KW=< r >KW by Corollary 3.5 (ii) this equation is equivalent to
0 =< a >KW ·
(
[b] · [a]− [a] · [b]
)
+ [b] · [−1]− [b] · [b] .
Now [b] · [b] = [b] · [−1] by Corollary 3.5 (i) and so we get
0 =< a >KW ·
(
[b] · [a]− [a] · [b]
)
.
As < a >KW is a unit in K
W
∗ (R) by 3.3 (1) this proves our claim.
Part (a) of (ii) can be proven as in Morel [18, Cor. 3.8] for a field: By (WK3)
we have < r >KW + < 1− r >KW= 1+ < r(1− r) >KW for r ∈ R
∗ with 1− r also
a unit. Setting r = a
a+b gives then the result using that < rs
2 >KW=< r >KW for
all r, s ∈ R× by Corollary 3.5 (ii).
For part (b) we set c = a + b. Then by (WK2) and (WK3), 3.3 (3), and
Corollary 3.5 we get
[abc · c−1] = [ab] = [abc−2] = [ac−1] + [bc−1]
= [a]− < ac−1 >KW ·[c] + [b]− < bc
−1 >KW ·[c] .
On the other hand by 3.3 (3) again we have also
[abc · c−1] = [abc]− < ab >KW ·[c] .
Putting these two equations together we get using < rs2 >KW=< r >KW that
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[abc] + [c]− [a]− [b]
= < ab >KW ·[c]−
(
< a >KW + < b >KW
)
· < c >KW ·[c] + [c]
= < ab >KW ·[c] +
(
< a >KW + < b >KW
)
· [c] + [c] ,
(3)
where the second equality follows since < r > ·[r] = −[r] for all r ∈ R× as a direct
computation using Corollary 3.5 (i) shows.
By part (a) we have < a >KW + < b >KW=< abc >KW + < c >KW and hence
by (3)
[abc] + [c]− [a]− [b] = < ab >KW ·[c] +
(
< abc >KW + < c >KW
)
· [c] + [c]
= < ab >KW ·[c] +
(
< ab >KW +1
)
· < c >KW ·[c] + [c]
= < ab >KW ·[c]− < ab >KW ·[c]− [c] + [c]
= 0 ,
as claimed.
We show (iii). This is a straightforward consequence of (WK2) and the fact that
KW∗ (R) is commutative:
[rs] · [t] + [r] · [s] =
(
[s]+ < s >KW ·[r]
)
· [t] + [r] · [s]
= [s] · [t] + [r]
(
[s]+ < s >KW ·[t]
)
= [s] · [t] + [r] · [st] .
Finally we show (iv). Setting in (iii) r = a+ b, s = a(a+ b), and t = b, and using
that [xy2] = [x] for all x, y ∈ R× by Corollary 3.5 (ii) we get
[a+ b] · [ab(a+ b)] + [a(a+ b)] · [b] = [a] · [b] + [a+ b] · [a(a+ b)] . (4)
By (WK2) and (WK3) we have
[x] · [(1− x)y] = [x] · [1− x] + [x] · [y] + η · [x] · [1− x] · [y] = [x] · [y]
for all x, y ∈ R×, such that 1 − x also a unit in R. This equation together with
Corollary 3.5 (ii) and the fact that KW∗ (R) is commutative shows that (note that
1− a(a+ b)−1 = b(a+ b)−1 is a unit in R)
[a(a+ b)] · [b] = [a(a+ b)−1] · [b]
= [a(a+ b)−1] · [(1− a(a+ b)−1)b]
= [a(a+ b)] · [b2(a+ b)−1] = [a+ b] · [a(a+ b)] .
Inserting this identity into (4) proves the claimed identity. We are done. 
3.7. Witt K-theory and the powers of the fundamental ideal. The Witt algebra of R
is the Z-graded W(R)-algebra
W ∗(R) :=
⊕
n∈Z
Wn(R) ,
where Wn(R) = I
n(R) (recall that by convention In(R) = W(R) for n ≤ 0), with
the obvious addition and multiplication, i.e. if x ∈ Wm(R) = I
m(R) and y ∈
Wn(R) = I
n(R) then x · y is the class of x⊗ y in Im+n(R) = Wm+n(R). Following
Morel [18] we set ηW :=< 1 >∈ W−1(R) = W(R). Then multiplication by ηW
corresponds to the natural embedding of Wn+1(R) into Wn(R) for all n ∈ Z.
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We have ≪ u, 1− u≫= 0 for units u of R, such that also 1− u ∈ R×,
< 1 > ⊗ ≪ −1≫=< 1, 1 >= 2 ∈ W (R) ,
and ≪ ab≫=≪ a ≫ + ≪ b≫ − ≪ a, b ≫ for all a, b ∈ R×. Therefore there is a
well defined homomorphism of Z-graded Z-algebras
ΘR∗ : K
W
∗ (R) −→ W ∗(R) ,
[u] 7−→ ≪ u≫∈W 1(R) = I(R)
η 7−→ ηW ∈W−1(R) = W(R) .
Since In(R) for n ≥ 1 is additively generated by n-Pfister forms and the Z-
module W(R) is generated by < a >= ΘR0 (< a >KW ), a ∈ R
×, we see that
ΘRn is surjective for all n ≥ 0 and all local rings R. Our aim is to prove that Θ
R
∗
is an isomorphism for all “nice” regular local rings. More precisely, we show the
following theorem, which is due to Morel [18] if R is a field.
3.8. Theorem. Let R be a field or a local ring which contains an infinite field.
Then
ΘR∗ : K
W
∗ (R) −→ W ∗(R)
is an isomorphism.
4. Proof of Theorem 3.8
4.1. A presentation of the powers of the fundamental ideal. Our proof of Theo-
rem 3.8 uses the following presentation of the powers of the fundamental ideal.
Theorem. Let R be a field or a local ring whose residue field contains at least 5 ele-
ments. Let PfMn(R) be the free abelian group generated by the isometry classes of n-
Pfister forms over R. Following [13] we denote the isometry class of≪ a1, . . . , an ≫
by [a1, . . . , an].
(i) The kernel of the homomorphism
Z[R×] −→ W(R) , [r] 7−→< r >
is additively generated by [1] − [−1], all [ab2] − [a] with a, b ∈ R×, and all
expressions [a]+[b]−([a+b]+[ab(a+b)])with a, b ∈ R×, such that a+b ∈ R×.
(ii) The kernel of the homomorphism
Z[R×] −→ I(R) , [r] 7−→≪ r ≫
is generated by [1], all [ab2]− [a] with a, b ∈ R×, and all expressions of the
form [a] + [b]− ([a+ b] + [ab(a+ b)]) with a, b ∈ R×, such that a+ b ∈ R×.
(iii) Assume now that R is a field or contains an infinite field of characteristic
not 2. Then for n ≥ 2 the kernel of the natural epimorphism
PfMn(R) −→ I
n(R) , [a1, . . . , an] 7−→≪ a1, . . . , an ≫
is generated by [1, . . . , 1]; all sums
[a, c2, . . . , cn] + [b, c2, . . . , cn]−
(
[a+ b, c2, . . . , cn] + [ab(a+ b), c2, . . . , cn]
)
with a, b ∈ R×, such that a+ b ∈ R×, and c2, . . . , cn ∈ R
×; and all sums
[a, b, d3, . . . , dn] + [ab, c, d3, . . . , dn]−
(
[b, c, d3, . . . , dn] + [a, bc, d3, . . . , dn]
)
with a, b, c, d3, . . . , dn ∈ R
×.
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Proof. For R a local ring which contains an infinite field this has been proven by
the first author [13]. For R a field this is due to Witt [29] if n = 0, 1 and to Arason
and Elman [3, Thm. 3.1] if n ≥ 2. Note that the latter work as well as [13] use
the Milnor conjectures which are now theorems by the work of Voevodsky [28] and
Orlov, Vishik, and Voevodsky [23]. 
Remarks.
(i) Morel [18, Lem. 3.10] claims that if R is a field, then in the above presen-
tation of I(R), the so-called Witt relation [a]+ [b] = [a+ b]+ [ab(a+ b)] can
be replaced by the relation [a] + [1 − a] = [a(1 − a)], a 6= 0, 1. As Detlev
Hoffmann has pointed out to us the Laurent field in one variable over Z/3Z
is a counter example to this assertion.
(ii) Morel’s [18] proof of Theorem 3.8 for a field R uses a slight alteration of
Arason and Elman’s [3, Thm. 3.1], the assertion [18, Thm. 4.1]. We do not
know whether this follows from Arason and Elman [3, Thm. 3.1]. In any
case, one can fixed this flaw using our corollary to Theorem 4.4 below.
We start now the proof of Theorem 3.8.
4.2. The case n ≤ 1. Parts (i) and (ii) of the theorem above together with 3.3 (1),
Lemma 3.4, Corollary 3.5, and Theorem 3.6 (i) and (ii) show that the morphisms
W 0(R) = W(R) −→ K
W
0 (R) , < a > 7−→< a >KW
and
W 1(R) = I(R) −→ K
W
1 (R) , ≪ a≫ 7−→ [a]
are well defined. These are obviously inverse to ΘR0 and Θ
R
1 , respectively.
It follows from this that ΘRn is also an isomorphism for n < 0. In fact, we have
a commutative diagram
KWn+1(R)
·η //
ΘR
n+1

KWn (R)
ΘR
n

Wn+1(R) ·ηW
≃ // Wn(R)
for all n < 0. By induction we can assume that ΘRn+1 is an isomorphism. Since
KWn+1(R)
·η
−→ KWn (R) is an epimorphism for all n < 0 this implies that also Θ
R
n is
an isomorphism.
4.3. The case n = 2. The following argument is an adaption of a trick of Suslin [27,
Proof of Lem. 6.3 (iii)] to Witt K-theory.
Consider the product of sets
KW2 (R)× R
×/(R×)2 .
We define an addition on this set by the rule
(x, r¯) + (y, s¯) := (x + y + [r] · [s], r¯ · s¯) ,
where r¯ denotes the class of r ∈ R× in R×/(R×)2. As [ab2] = [a] in KW1 (R) by
Corollary 3.5 (ii) this is well defined. It is straightforward to check that with this
addition the product of sets KW2 (R) × R
×/(R×)2 is an abelian group with (0, 1¯)
as zero and inverse −(x, r¯) = (−x− [r] · [r−1], r¯−1).
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Using part (ii) of the theorem in 4.1 together with 3.3 (1), Corollary 3.5 (ii), and
Theorem 3.6 (iv) we see that
I(R) −→ KW2 (R)× R
×/(R×)2 , ≪ r ≫ 7−→ (0, r¯)
is a well defined homomorphism. The image of the restriction of this map to I2(R) ⊆
I(R) is contained in the subgroup{
(x, 1¯) |x ∈ KW2 (R)
}
of KW2 (R) × R
×/(R×)2 which is naturally isomorphic to KW2 (R) via (x, 1¯) 7→ x.
The induced homomorphism I2(R) −→ KW2 (R) maps ≪ r, s ≫ to [r] · [s] and is
therefore inverse to ΘR2 : K
W
2 (R) −→W 2(R) = I
2(R).
Altogether we have shown:
4.4. Theorem. Let R be a field or a local ring whose residue field has at least
5 elements. Then
ΘRn : K
W
n (R) −→ Wn(R) = I
n(R)
is surjective for all n ∈ Z and an isomorphism for all n ≤ 2.
Corollary. Let R be a field or a local ring whose residue field has at least 5 elements,
and n ≥ 1. Then
≪ a1, . . . , an ≫≃≪ b1, . . . , bn ≫
if and only if
[a1] · . . . · [an] = [b1] · . . . · [bn]
in KWn (R) for all a1, . . . , an, b1, . . . , bn ∈ R
×. In particular, [a1] · . . . [an] = 0
in KWn (R) if and only if ≪ a1, . . . , an ≫= 0 in W(R).
Proof. If n = 1 this is obvious by the theorem above, so let n ≥ 2. By Theorem 2.6
we know that isometric n-Pfister forms are chain p-equivalent and so we are reduced
to the case n = 2, where the assertion follows again from the theorem above. 
With this corollary we can finish the proof of Theorem 3.8.
4.5. End of the proof of Theorem 3.8. Let now n ≥ 3 and R be a field or a local
ring which contains an infinite field. It follows from the corollary to Theorem 4.4
above that the homomorphism
PfMn(R) −→ K
W
n (R) , [a1, . . . , an] 7−→ [a1] · . . . · [an]
is well defined. Part (iii) of the theorem in 4.1 together with 3.3 (1) and The-
orem 3.6 (ii) and (iii) shows that this homomorphism factors through In(R) =
Wn(R). It is obviously inverse to Θ
R
n . We are done.
5. Milnor-Witt K-theory of a local ring
5.1. Definition. Let R be a local ring. The Milnor-Witt K-ring of R is quotient
of the graded and free Z-algebra generated by elements {a}, a ∈ R×, in degree 1
and one element ηˆ in degree −1 by the two sided ideal which is generated by the
expressions
(MW1) ηˆ · {a} − {a} · ηˆ, a ∈ R×;
(MW2) {ab} − {a} − {b}+ ηˆ · {a} · {b}, a, b ∈ R×;
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(MW3) {a} · {1− a}, if a and 1− a in R×; and
(MW4) ηˆ ·
(
2 + ηˆ · {−1}
)
.
We denote this graded Z-algebra by KMW∗ (R) =
⊕
n∈Z
KMWn (R). Note that by (MW2)
for n ≥ 1 the nth graded piece KMWn (R) is generated as abelian group by all prod-
ucts {a1, . . . , an} = {a1} · . . . · {an}.
We prove now our main result about Milnor-Witt K-theory of local rings follow-
ing Morel’s arguments [18, Sect. 5] in the field case.
5.2. Milnor K-theory, Witt K-theory, and Milnor-Witt K-theory. Let R be a local
ring. Milnor K-theory of a field has been introduced by Milnor [17]. The definition
for rings we use here is the naive generalization of the one by Milnor and seems to
have appeared for the first time in Nesterenko and Suslin [22].
Denote by TZ (R
×) the tensor algebra of the abelian group R× over Z. The
Milnor K-theory of R is the quotient of this algebra by the ideal generated by all
tensors a⊗ (1−a) with a and 1−a units in R. This is a graded Z-algebra which we
denote KM∗ (R) =
⊕
n≥0
KMn (R). The class of a tensor a1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ an will be denoted
as in the original source Milnor [17] by ℓ(a1) · . . . · ℓ(an) as we have the now usual
{a1, . . . , an} reserved for symbols in Milnor-Witt K-theory.
There is a natural surjective homomorphism of graded Z-algebras
̟R∗ : K
MW
∗ (R) −→ K
M
∗ (R) ,
which maps ηˆ to 0 and {a} to ℓ(a), a ∈ R×. The ideal ηˆ · KMW∗+1 (R) is in the
kernel, and the induced homomorphism KMWn (R)/ηˆ · K
MW
n+1 (R) −→ K
M
∗ (R) is an
isomorphism. The inverse maps the symbol ℓ(a1) · . . . · ℓ(an) to {a1} · . . . · {an}
modulo ηˆ ·KMWn+1 (R).
Set now h := 2 + ηˆ · {−1} ∈ KMW0 (R). Then by (MW4) we have ηˆ · h = 0 and
so there is an exact sequence
KMWn+1 (R)/h ·K
MW
n+1 (R)
·ηˆ
−−→ KMWn (R)
·̟R
n−−−→ KMn (R) −→ 0
for all n ∈ Z, where KMn (R) = 0 for n < 0 is understood. The group on the left
hand side of this sequence is isomorphic to KWn (R). In fact, ηˆ 7→ η and {u} 7→ −[u],
u ∈ R×, defines a morphism of Z-graded Z-algebras KMW∗ (R) −→ K
W
∗ (R), whose
kernel contains the ideal generated by h ∈ KMW0 (R), i.e. we have a homomorphism
of Z-graded Z-algebras KMW∗ (R)/h·K
MW
∗ (R) −→ K
W
∗ (R). This is an isomorphism.
The inverse maps [u] to −{u} and η to ηˆ modulo h ·KMW∗ (R). Hence we have an
exact sequence
KWn+1(R)
ǫR
n−−→ KMWn (R)
̟R
n−−−→ KMn (R) −→ 0 (5)
for all n ∈ Z, where ǫRn maps η
r · [u1] · . . . · [un+r] to (−1)
n+r+1ηˆr+1 · {u1, . . . , un+r}.
5.3. Milnor-Witt K-theory and the powers of the fundamental ideal. Let R be a
local ring. As for Witt K-theory there is also a homogeneous homomorphism of
Z-graded Z-algebras
ΥR∗ : K
MW
∗ (R) −→ W ∗(R) ,
{u} 7−→ − ≪ u≫∈W 1(R) = I(R)
ηˆ 7−→ ηW ∈ W−1(R) = W(R) .
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We leave it to the reader to check that this map is well defined. It is also surjective
as ΘR∗ : K
W
∗ (R) −→W ∗(R) and Υ
R
∗ have the same image.
These maps fit into the following commutative diagram with exact rows
KWn+1(R)
ǫR
n //
ΘR
n+1

KMWn (R)
̟R
n //
ΥR
n

KMn (R) //
eR
n

0
0 // In+1(R)
⊆
// In(R) // In(R)/ In+1(R) // 0 ,
(6)
where
eRn : K
M
n (R) −→ I
n(R)/ In+1(R) , ℓ(a1)·. . .·ℓ(an) 7−→≪ a1, . . . , an ≫ + I
n+1(R) .
By Theorems 3.8 and 4.4 we conclude by a diagram chase on (6) the following
result.
5.4. Theorem. Let R be a field or a local ring whose residue field has at least
5 elements. Then
KMWn (R)
̟R
n //
ΥR
n

KMn (R)
eR
n

In(R) // In(R)/ In+1(R)
is a pull-back diagram in the following cases:
(a) n ≤ 1; or
(b) n is arbitrary and R is a field or a local ring which contains an infinite
field.
In particular, we have natural isomorphisms KMW0 (R) ≃ GW(R) (by the lemma
in 1.7) and KMWn (R) ≃ W(R) for all n < 0, and if R is a field or a regular local
ring which contains an infinite field then the sequence
0 // KWn+1(R)
ǫR
n // KMWn (R)
̟R
n // KMn (R) // 0
is exact for all n ∈ Z.
6. Unramified Milnor Witt K-groups
6.1. Residue maps. Let F be a field with discrete valuation ν and residue field F (ν).
Denote by π a uniformizer for ν. As well known, there is a so called (second) residue
homomorphism
∂ν,πW : W(F ) −→ W(F (ν)) , < uπ
i > 7−→ i· < u¯ > ,
where u is a ν-unit, i ∈ {0, 1}, and u¯ denotes the image of u in the residue field F (ν).
This homomorphism depends on the choice of the uniformizer π, but its kernel is
independent of this choice. It has been shown by Milnor [17, §5] that ∂ν,πW (I
n(F ) ⊆
In−1(F ) for all n ∈ N. Let ιn(R) := I
n(R)/ In+1(R). Then ∂ν,πW induces a residue
homomorphism
∂νι : ιn(F ) −→ ιn−1(F (ν))
which does not depend on the choice of π.
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Similarly there is a (second) residue homomorphism ∂νM :
KMn (F ) −→ K
M
n−1(F (ν)) , ℓ(uπ
i) · ℓ(u2) · . . . · ℓ(un) 7−→ i · ℓ(u¯2) · . . . · ℓ(u¯n) ,
where u, u2, . . . , un are ν-units and i ∈ {0, 1}. This map does not depend on π.
Since KMWn (F ) is the pull-back of I
n(F ) and KMn (F ) over ιn(F ) by Theorem 5.4,
these residue maps induce a residue homomorphism on Milnor-Witt K-theory
∂ν,πMW : K
MW
n (F ) −→ K
MW
n−1 (F (ν)) ,
which is ηMW -linear and is uniquely determined by
∂ν,πMW ({π, u2, . . . , un}) = {u¯2, . . . , u¯n}
and ∂ν,πMW ({u1, u2, . . . , un}) = 0, where u1, . . . , un are ν-units. Hence it coincides
with the residue map constructed by Morel [20, Thm. 3.15]. It depends on the
choice of π, but the kernel does not.
6.2. Unramified Milnor-Witt K-groups. Let X be an integral locally noetherian
scheme which is regular in codimension one. Then OX,x is a discrete valuation
ring for all x ∈ X(1), the set of points of codimension one in X . Choose an
uniformizer πx ∈ OX,x for all such x. Then we have residue maps
∂πxMW : K
MW
n (F (X)) −→ K
MW
n−1 (F (x)) ,
where F (X) is the function field of X and F (x) the residue field of x ∈ X(1). The
nth unramified Milnor-Witt K-group of X is defined as
KMWn,unr(X) := Ker
(
KMWn (F (X))
∑
x∈X
(1) ∂
pix
MW
−−−−−−−−−−→
⊕
x∈X(1)
KMWn−1 (F (x))
)
.
The unramified groups Wunr(X), I
n
unr(X), ιn,unr(X), and K
M
n,unr(X) are defined
analogously. If X = SpecR is affine we use KMWn,unr(R) instead of K
MW
n,unr(X),
Wunr(R) instead of Wunr(X) and so on.
Assume now that X is the spectrum of a regular local ring R which contains
an infinite field. Denote by K the quotient field of R. It has been shown in [5]
that W(R) −→ W(K) induces an isomorphism W(R)
≃
−→ Wunr(R). Kerz and
Mu¨ller-Stach [16, Cor. 0.5] have shown In(K)∩Wunr(R) = I
n(R) for all integers n
and therefore we have also natural isomorphisms In(R)
≃
−→ Inunr(R) and ιn(R)
≃
−→
ιn,unr(R). On the other hand, the main result of Kerz [15] asserts that K
M
n (R) −→
KMn,unr(R) is also an isomorphism for all n ∈ N. These isomorphisms together with
our Theorem 5.4 imply the following result.
6.3. Theorem. Let R be a regular local ring which contains an infinite field. Then
the natural homomorphism KMWn (R) −→ K
MW
n,unr(R) is an isomorphism, i.e. the
sequence
0 // KMWn (R) // K
MW
n (K)
∑
htP=1 ∂
piP
MW // ⊕
htP=1
KMWn−1 (RP /PRP ) ,
where K is the quotient field of R, is exact for all integers n.
As observed by Colliot-The´le`ne [9] this has the following consequence.
6.4. Corollary. The nth unramified Milnor Witt K-group is a birational invariant
of smooth and proper F -schemes for all integers n and infinite fields F .
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Proof. For the convenience of our reader we recall briefly Colliot-The´le`ne’s argu-
ment. Let f : X 99K Y be a birational morphism between smooth and proper
F -schemes. By symmetry it is enough to show that the induced homomorphism
f∗ : KMWn (F (Y )) −→ K
MW
n (F (X)) maps unramified elements to unramified ele-
ments. To see this we observe first that since Y is proper we can assume that f is
defined on an open U ⊆ X which contains X(1). Let now x ∈ X(1) and y = f(x).
Then we have a commutative diagram
KMWn (F (Y ))
f∗ // KMWn (F (X))
KMWn (OY,y)
OO
f∗
// KMWn (OX,x)
OO
from which the claim follows by the theorem above. 
6.5. A remark on Witt groups of schemes. The same method applied to Witt
groups shows that the unramified Witt group of a smooth and proper scheme over
a field of characteristic not 2 is also a birational invariant. This implication of the
Gersten conjecture for Witt groups was already observed by Colliot-The´le`ne in [9]
but at that time the Gersten conjecture was only known for low dimensional regular
local rings. Only later Balmer [4] proved it for regular local rings of geometric type
and Balmer, Panin, Walter and the first author [5] proved it for regular local rings
containing a field (of characteristic not 2).
We finally mention the following application of the fact that the unramified
Witt group is a birational invariant of smooth and proper schemes over a field
of characteristic 6= 2, which follows from this by the Balmer-Walter [6] spectral
sequence.
Theorem. The Witt group is a birational invariant of smooth and proper schemes
of dimension ≤ 3 over a field of characteristic not 2.
By a theorem of Arason [2] we known that W (F ) ≃ W(PnF ) for all positive inte-
gers n, and so
W(F ) ≃W(X)
for all rational smooth and proper F -schemes X of dimension ≤ 3.
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